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Nesta is the UK’s innovation agency 
for social good, which designs, 
tests, and scales new solutions to 
society’s biggest problems. One of 
Nesta’s initiatives is the Longitude 
Prize, a £10m prize fund, with an 
£8m pay out, that currently focuses 
on the challenges of antimicrobial 
resistance (AMR) and dementia. 

»łğiŵŪĺňƯƷėğ£ƛňǡğŵŪ�s¦ƛğǐñƛėƣ
ňŪŪŵǏñƯŵƛƣǐłŵėğǏğşŵƘñƘŵňŪƯͪŵĹͪ
ĐñƛğėňñĺŪŵƣƯňĐƯğƣƯƯłñƯǐňşşĐŵŪƣğƛǏğ
ƯłğğĹȌĐñĐǖŵĹñŪƯňĎňŵƯňĐƣĹŵƛĹƷƯƷƛğ
generations. The test must be accurate, 
rapid, affordable, and easy to use 
ñŪǖǐłğƛğňŪƯłğǐŵƛşė͒UƯňƣuğƣƯñ͵ƣ
belief that without accurate and rapid 
diagnostic tests and best practices 
in antibiotic stewardship, modern 
medicine as we know it, is at risk.

The problem
The rise of AMR is a growing concern and 
ĐƷƛƛğŪƯşǖñĐĐŵƷŪƯƣĹŵƛŨŵƛğƯłñŪ̗͓̐̐̐̐̐
ėğñƯłƣǐŵƛşėǐňėğ͒UƯňƣğƣƯňŨñƯğėƯłñƯ
ǐňƯłŵƷƯñŪǖňŪƯğƛǏğŪƯňŵŪ͓Ďǖ̒̐̐̕
�s¦ǐňşşñĹĹğĐƯ̑̐ŨňşşňŵŪşňǏğƣñŪė
ĐŵƣƯñĎŵƷƯÂ®Ί̑̐̐ƯƛňşşňŵŪƘğƛǖğñƛ͒UŪ
Africa, where deaths from AMR are the 
łňĺłğƣƯĺşŵĎñşşǖ͓̖̔̒͒λŵĹĐŵƷŪƯƛňğƣ
are without recent AMR data, and of 
Ưłğƣğ͓ĹğǐňŪĐşƷėğƣƷƛǏğňşşñŪĐğėñƯñ͒»łğ
lack of quality data leads to inadequate 
treatment guidelines that are no longer 
appropriate for existing local situations. 
»łğƛğňƣñłňĺłşğǏğşŵĹƛğƣňƣƯñŪĐğƯŵ
commonly used antibiotics in Africa. 
»łğƣğňŪĐşƷėğƯłğƘƛğĹğƛƛğėȌƛƣƯşňŪğŵĹ
drugs for urinary tract infections, such as 
amoxicillin or ceftriaxone for bloodstream 
infections. Furthermore, the misuse 

ŵĹñŪƯňĎňŵƯňĐƣƯłƛğñƯğŪƣƯłğğĹĹğĐƯňǏğ
ĐŵŪƯƛŵşñŪėƯƛğñƯŨğŪƯŵĹǏñƛňŵƷƣĎñĐƯğƛňñş
diseases on the continent. Without 
accurate, rapid diagnostic tests and best 
practices in antibiotic stewardship, the 
ğĹȌĐñĐǖŵĹŪğǐñŪƯňŨňĐƛŵĎňñşŨğėňĐňŪğƣ
will be undermined in the long term, 
while current stocks of antibiotics will 
be compromised in the short term. 

The solution
uğƣƯñĐŵŨŨňƣƣňŵŪğėsñƛśğƯ�ĐĐğƣƣ
�ĹƛňĐñƯŵėğǏğşŵƘñŨñƛśğƯşñŪėƣĐñƘğ
ƛğƘŵƛƯƯŵƣƷƘƘŵƛƯƯłğiŵŪĺňƯƷėğ£ƛňǡğ
team’s product commercialization efforts 
ňŪ�ĹƛňĐñ͒»łňƣƛğƘŵƛƯňŪǏŵşǏğėĐŵŪėƷĐƯňŪĺ
primary and secondary research and 
holding consultations with 30 experts 
ñƯ̒̑ŵƛĺñŪňǡñƯňŵŪƣňŪuňĺğƛňññŪė®ŵƷƯł
Africa, including policymakers, regulators, 
health insurers, pharmaceutical 
distributors, and research institutes. 
Our recommendations were informed 
by a robust assessment of potential 
channels for entry into the public and 
ƘƛňǏñƯğƣğĐƯŵƛƣ͓ñƣǐğşşñƣƯłğĐşňŪňĐñş
ğǏñşƷñƯňŵŪƛğƚƷňƛğŨğŪƯƣĹŵƛğñĐłƘƛŵėƷĐƯ
class, key opinion leader engagement 
strategies, and other contextually 
ƛğşğǏñŪƯĹñĐƯŵƛƣňŪğñĐłĐŵƷŪƯƛǖ͒

The outcome
�Ǐğƛñşş͓ğňĺłƯñĐƯňŵŪñĎşğ
recommendations were presented to 
ƯłğiŵŪĺňƯƷėğ£ƛňǡğƯğñŨƯŵƣƷƘƘŵƛƯ
commercialization planning for true and 
near point-of-care AMR diagnostic tests. 
These suggestions and recommendations 
ǐğƛğĐŵŪǏğƛƯğėňŪƯŵñƛğƣŵƷƛĐğĹŵƛ
ĹƷƯƷƛğėňñĺŪŵƣƯňĐėğǏğşŵƘğƛƣňŪƯğƛğƣƯğė

in low- and middle-income countries. 
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healthcare organization that works with 
ƯłğƘƷĎşňĐ͓ƘƛňǏñƯğ͓ñŪėƯłňƛėƣğĐƯŵƛƣ
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healthcare solutions for Africa.

ÚğğŪǏňƣňŵŪñŪ�ĹƛňĐñǐłğƛğǐŵƛşėͨĐşñƣƣ
healthcare is the standard, and where 
deep-rooted inequities are a thing of 
ƯłğƘñƣƯ͒»ŵƣŵşǏğĐŵŨƘşğǕƘƛŵĎşğŨƣ
ŵŪƯłğĺƛŵƷŪė͓ǐğĐƷƛñƯğñŪėñėǏñŪĐğ
bold ideas that accelerate access to 
ƯłğĎğƣƯňŪŪŵǏñƯňŵŪƣñŪėñƘƘƛŵƘƛňñƯğ
solutions for Africa’s health systems.
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Our market landscape report supported the 
commercialization planning for true and near 
point-of-care AMR diagnostic tests in Africa
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